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Global Catalog of Geological Sample Repositories
The acquisition or utilization of existing geologic samples is an integral part of Deep
Carbon Observatory Field Studies. Proper curation of these samples and their associated
metadata are essential for future research because as technologies and ideas evolve, new
analyses on old samples can be performed. Unforeseen geoscientific challenges and issues are
sure to arise in the future, and previously acquired samples can be accessed and analyzed once
again for a purpose that may be completely different than the reason for which they were
originally collected. This can only happen if existing collections are preserved and documented,
as well as made discoverable and accessible to researchers in the future.
Acquisition of new geological samples is typically expensive and time‐consuming for
researchers, and can account for large percentages of requested funding on project proposals.
If researchers had a resource allowing them to easily search existing scientific collections for

sample material that would meet their research criteria, perhaps use of those existing samples
would save them both money and time. Even though recent advances have been made to
better preserve and increase accessibility to geological samples, there is currently no
comprehensive international directory of geologic sample repositories for researchers to query
when searching for any already‐collected samples that may work well for their current
research. A comprehensive, yet “living”, catalog for geological and geo‐biological sample
repositories and collections has been compiled as one of the products of this project (Appendix
A). The DCO Science Team and Blakeney DeJarnett are currently working on the best way to
present the catalog to DCO researchers through the DCO Data Portal. The catalog needs to
retain the capability to be expanded/amended in the future because it is fully expected that
additional collections and repositories will to come to light as researchers inform us of smaller
collections that we may not have captured in the original catalog (i.e. personal collections, small
university collections).
Best Practices for Researchers Acquiring New Samples
When it is impossible to utilize physical samples from existing collections, new physical
samples may be acquired through DCO field studies. Best practices for establishing a scientific
collection include the following:


Record detailed metadata for each sample while in the field.



Provide or find secure sample repository for samples for long‐term curation of the
samples (with any special curation needs addressed such as temperature, humidity,
sealed, etc.).



Register samples in an international geoscience sample registry such as SESAR (System
for

Earth

Sample

Registration)

that

provides

a

unique

ID

for

sample.

Http://www.geosamples.org/


Submit metadata on the collection to well‐used geoscience/geobiological data
repository so that the samples and associated metadata are discoverable by the
scientific community.



Create policies for loaning, sampling, and referencing of repositories when publishing on
samples, etc., and post them online.

Providing DCO researchers with resources on best practices for establishing a scientific
collection is one of the products of this project. USGS has recently published an excellent
document for any researcher working with a scientific collection. (U.S. Geological Survey
Circular 1410 "The U.S. Geological Survey Geologic Collections Management System (GCMS)—A
Master Catalog and Collections Management Plan for U.S. Geological Survey Geologic Samples
and Sample Collections" http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/1410/ ). There is also a good white paper
produced by the National Geological and Geophysical Geoscience Data Preservation Program
participants. (Best Practices Workshop: 2009, Steinmetz, John C.; Pierce, Frances W.; Hill,
Richard T. ‐ Proceedings of the Geoscience Data Preservation Techniques Workshop
https://scholarworks.iu.edu/dspace/handle/2022/6471).
One of the afore‐mentioned best practices for documenting a scientific collection is that
of unique sample identification. Countless geologic samples have collected and curated by
researchers around the world, but the samples have rarely been assigned unique identifiers

that can tie back to specific metadata for each sample (specific location, type of sample, depth,
date collected, etc.). Without this metadata, discoverability of scientific collections is greatly
reduced.
Dr. Kirsten Lehnert with Columbia’s Lamont‐Doherty Earth Observatory has led a
sweeping and important initiative over the past few years for the unique identification of
geological physical samples with the creation of SESAR (System for Earth Sample Registration).
SESAR operates a registry that distributes IGSN or International GeoSample Numbers to anyone
that requests them and registers their samples with SESAR. An IGSN is a 9‐digit alphanumeric
code that is assigned to specimens and related sampling features such as drill holes or wells to
ensure their unique identification and unambiguous referencing of data generated by the study
of samples. The link for the SESAR registry is provided here so that DCO researchers are made
aware of SESAR and will choose to register their samples with SESAR or another international
geoscience sample registry (http://www.geosamples.org/ ).
Final Deliverables
The final products for this project include the catalog of international and U.S. geologic
and geo‐biologic sample repositories, as well as this final report in the form of an open access
report containing hyperlinks. (See Appendix A for a PDF of the catalog.) The catalog includes
information for 114 international and U.S. geologic and bio‐geologic sample repositories. Links
to each repository webpage and to each repository’s online inventory (if available) are included
in the catalog. Also included are descriptions of the types of samples held at each repository
(minerals, cores, etc.) and how the samples have been curated over time (hard‐frozen,

refrigerated, climate‐controlled, ambient temperatures and humidity, etc.). Where possible,
the geographical information on where the samples were collected is also included. It is
anticipated that compilation and dissemination of this sample repository catalog will result in
more existing geologic sample collections being mined and utilized by the scientific community
– the ultimate measure of success of this project. The specific goal was to provide knowledge
that can be immediately accessed by DCO researchers and help them as they plan their
sampling program for DCO research. Table 1 lists the metrics for this project and the results for
each metric.
Metric
Result
Exploration of existing scientific collections that Catalog of 114 geologic/geo‐biologic sample
finds scores of existing samples suitable for repositories was created, and is now posted on the
analysis by DCO researchers.
Faceted Browser of the DCO Data Portal. Catalog
includes links to repository main website as well as
link to each repositories online inventory of
samples, if available. The catalog also describes
the type of samples, geographic location from
which samples were acquired, and how samples
have been curated (i.e. frozen, climate‐controlled,
etc.) See Appendix A for PDF of catalog. Metric
met.
Collaboration with DCO Data Science Team is
ongoing to make “Catalog” more visible and easily
accessible to DCO scientists and the geoscience
community at large.
Recommendations to DCO field studies about Recommendations for acquisition and curation
acquisition and curation of the samples utilized in listed in this report (pages 2‐3).
their research, and a reference that summarizes Several references were made available via this
best practices for geoscience sample curation.
report (pg. 3), most notably U.S. Geological Survey
Circular 1410 "The U.S. Geological Survey Geologic
Collections Management System (GCMS)—A
Master Catalog and Collections Management Plan
for U.S. Geological Survey Geologic Samples and
Sample Collections"

An open access report posted on DCO website that
includes a list of U.S. and international repositories

Evidence of interest in the project findings as
reflected in invitations to speak at professional
society meetings and reports about it in magazines
such as EOS, capitalized on by DeJarnett

http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/1410/
Metric met.
This report will be submitted to DCO Science team
immediately (9‐28‐16) for posting on DCO website.
The catalog of international and national geologic
and geo‐biologic sample repositories is already
posted on the DCO data portal on their Faceted
Browser. Catalog includes information on how
samples have been stored, geographic location
from which samples were acquired, and links to
each repository website and online inventory.
Metric met.
Invited to speak at GeoRepNet 3 – Geological
Repositories, Subsurface Labs and Other
Subsurface Environments: High Technology
Transfer: presented October 2015, The University
of Edinburgh (See Appendix B.)
Invited to speak at iSamples EarthCube Research
Coordination Network Workshop to held at the
Renaissance Computing Institute in Chapel Hill,
North Carolina (January 25‐27, 2016).

Will be presenting in a Union Session at AGU
December 2016. Session titled: U015: “Power to
Our Samples! Increasing Impact of Scientific
Specimens and Collections”. Talk will include BEG
Initiatives as Well as information on DCO/Sloan
project. Metric met.
At least 10 cases by the end of 2015 in which the Have received request for collaboration from
report has changed behavior in the DCO, either in Kerstin Lehnert at LDEO – Columbia for their
terms of uses of samples in repositories or “Internet of Samples” initiative
improved curation
Expected to change behaviors for DCO researchers
in 2016 when catalog and report are made more
visible on DCO webpage. Metric not met as of yet,
but expected to meet metric by end of 2016.
Table 1. Metrics and Results for Project.

Recommendations


Make catalog more easily discoverable on DCO website. It is currently included on the
DCO Data Portal webpage, on the Faceted Browser, and is not readily visible to users.
BBD is having ongoing discussions with Data Science Team to facilitate this.



In order to remain useful to the geoscience community, the international sample
repository catalog should be a living document, one that may be continuously updated
as more collections are created/discovered. Users should be able to easily contact a
catalog administrator so that new information can be added to the catalog. In addition,
it is strongly recommended to have a catalog administrator that can update any links
that may change over time.



It is recommended that DCO requests that researchers proposing field studies at least
consult the catalog for existing scientific collections that may be suitable for their
research before requesting funding for new sample acquisition. This could be part of
the justification for expenses associated with acquiring new physical samples.



It is strongly recommended that DCO proposals involving acquisition of new samples be
required to have a sample curation plan in place (and included in their proposals) – how
researchers will provide for preservation of, discoverability of, and accessibility to
samples.



It is recommended that a small grant be created for disseminating the information
contained in the project. This grant would cover travel to present at meetings such as
AGU, EarthCube, GSA, AAPG‐SEPM, etc., as well as a small amount of time needed for

Blakeney DeJarnett to collaborate on articles regarding the project in such publications
as EOS, AAPG Explorer, etc.


Allow the catalog to be shared with other entities that have expressed desire to
collaborate (i.e. Kerstin Lehnert, LDEO – Columbia University, “Internet of Samples”
project).

Appendices
Appendix A. PDF of Catalog of Geologic/ Geo‐biologic Sample Repositories
Appendix B. PDF of PowerPoint presentation for GeoNetRep meeting, October 2015
Appendix C. PDF PowerPoint presentation for DCO/Sloan Executive Meeting, Washington DC,
March 2016.
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Africa ‐ Egypt

Africa ‐ Kenya
Africa ‐ Namibia
Africa ‐ Namibia

Africa ‐ South Africa

Africa ‐ South Africa

Africa ‐ Tanzania

Name of Repository

Repository main web site

Nile Delta Drill Core and Sample
Database for 1985‐1994:
Mediterranean Basin (MEDIBA)
Program

https://repository.si.edu/handle/1
0088/1142

Kenya National Oil Core and
Cuttings Storage Centre
Geological Survey of Namibia Core
Shed Facility
Namibia National Earth Science
Museum

searchable database

http://nationaloil.co.ke/site/3.php
?id=1
not available online
http://www.mme.gov.na/gsn/gsn
_services.php
not available online
http://www.mme.gov.na/gsn/mus
eum/
not available online

http://www.geoscience.org.za/ind
ex.php/information‐and‐
South Africa Council for
collections/300‐national‐core‐
Geoscience National Core Library library
not available online
http://www.geoscience.org.za/ind
ex.php/information‐and‐
South Africa Council for
collections/302‐geoscience‐
Geoscience ‐ Geoscience Museum museum
not available online
file:///C:/Users/dejarnettb/Downl
Tanzania Petroleum Devlopment oads/TPDC‐SAMPLING‐
Corporation
GUIDELINES_2013%20(2).pdf
not available online

Types of samples held at
repository
links are to data associated with
the drill cores and samples from
the Nile Delta MEDIBA Program
cores and drill cuttings storage facility
in which the rock samples retrieved
during petroleum exploration in Kenya
from 1960 to date are stored

ambient temperature building
diamond and mineral samples;
meteorite collection
The present collection comprises
cores and cuttings from 1 500
boreholes. Most of the boreholes are
shallow, but 6 are deeper than 1000
m, including the deepest well in So.
Africa.

mineral and gem collections from So.
Africa ‐ available for research

drill cores and samples from
Tanzania

Australia

Geocience Australia: Petroleum
Data Repository Project

Physical specimens and samples of
geoscience material such as samples
from petroleum wells and
stratigraphic holes, down hole drill
cores and cuttings, onshore side wall
http://www.ga.gov.au/about/wha
core samples, thin sections, reservoir
t‐we‐
plugs, liquid and gas hydrocarbon
do/projects/energy/petroleum‐
http://dbforms.ga.gov.au/pls/ww samples; repository also houses
mineral specimens
data‐repository
w/npm.pims_web.search

Australia

AuScope National Virtual Core
Library

consolication of all of Australia's
http://www.auscope.org.au/ausco goelogical samples and
http://www.auscope.org.au/nvcl/ pe‐grid/
information into a virtual library

Western Australia Museum
Mineral Collection

http://museum.wa.gov.au/researc
h/collections/earth‐and‐planetary‐
sciences/mineral‐collection
not available online

30,800 specimens of some 1,300
mineral species from more than
10,000 localities in Australia and the
rest of the world

Western Australia Museum Rock
Collection

http://museum.wa.gov.au/researc
h/collections/earth‐and‐planetary‐
sciences/rock‐collection
not available online

1000 specimens from W. Australia
and other parts of the world;
kimberlites, laproites, pegmatites,
Hawaii basalts, et.

Australia ‐ Museum

Australia ‐ Museum

Repository curation practices

Australia ‐ Queensland

Canada ‐ Alberta

Canada ‐ Alberta
Canada ‐ British Columbia

https://publications.qld.gov.au/st
orage/f/2014‐05‐
Geological Survey of Queensland 30T01%3A50%3A11.351Z/explorat
Exploration Data Centre
ion‐data‐centre.pdf
https://www.aer.ca/about‐
aer/contact‐us/information‐
Canada ‐ Alberta Geological Survey
Mineral Core Research Facility
services#mineral
https://www.aer.ca/about‐
aer/contact‐us/core‐research‐
Canada ‐ Alberta Geological Survey
Core Research Facility
centre
Canada ‐ British Columbia Oil and Gas https://www.bcogc.ca/industry‐
Commssion
zone/core‐research‐facility

not available online

mining and oil and gas drill cores
and samples from Queensland

not available online

mineral cores from Alberta

not available online

1.55 million boxes of well core, and 20
million drill cuttings samples
climate‐controlled warehouse

not available online

cores and drill cuttings from BC

Canada ‐ Newfoundland and
Laborador

Newfoundland and Laborador Core
Library

Canada ‐ Northwest Territories

Geological Survey of Canada

Canada ‐ Nova Scotia

Canada ‐ Nova Scotia Department of
Natural Resources Core Library

Canada ‐ Ontario

Canada ‐ Ontario, Oil,Gas, and Salt
Resources Library

Canada ‐ Quebec

Canada ‐ Quebec Energie and
Ressources Naturelles

http://novascotia.ca/natr/meb/inf
ormation‐services/core‐library.asp
http://www.ogsrlibrary.com/librar
y_ontario_oil_gas_salt
http://sigpeg.mrn.gouv.qc.ca/gpg/
classes/Carotheque

Canada ‐ Saskatchewan Geological
Survey
Canada ‐ Saskatchewan Geological
Survey ‐ La Ronge Precambrian Rock
Library

http://www.economy.gov.sk.ca/La
RongeFieldOffice
not available online

Canada ‐ Saskatchewan

Canada ‐ Saskatchewan

http://novascotia.ca/natr/meb/do cores and cuttings, including
wnload/dp003.asp
mineral cores from Nova Scotia
ambient temperature ‐ warehouse
http://www.ogsrlibrary.com/core/
core.html
1000 core samples from Ontario
cores and cuttings from 800oil and
not available online
gas wells in Quebec
cuttings and cores from oil and gas
wells in Saskatchewan; also
http://www.economy.gov.sk.ca/F
minerals and mining cores from
acilEquip‐SubsurfaceLab
not available online
Precambrian Shield

https://www.naturalsciences.be/e
n/science/collection_page/522
http://www.geus.dk/UK/services/
Geological Survey of Denmark and
core‐store/Pages/default.aspx
Europe ‐ Denmark and Greenland Greenland Core Store
http://www.brgm.eu/projects/onli
BRGM (Bureau de Recherches
Géologiques et Minières ), the French ne‐access‐to‐data‐from‐french‐
Goelogical Survey
Europe ‐ France
mines‐inventory
https://www.awi.de/en/science/g
eosciences/marine‐
Alfred‐Wegener Institute Core
geology/tools/facilities/core‐
repository.html
Europe ‐ Germany
Repository and Laboratory
http://www.acquariodigenova.it/e
n/acquariovillage2/museo‐
National Museum of Antartcia
Europe ‐ Italy
nazionale‐dellantartide/
http://geomatic.disat.unimib.it/ne
NEXTDATA project; University of
Milan
xtdata
Europe ‐ Italy
Europe ‐ Belgium

Royal Belgian Natural Science
Museum

ambient temperature ‐ warehouse

core samples from mineral
http://geoatlas.gov.nl.ca/custom/ http://www.nr.gov.nl.ca/nr/mines exploration in Newfoundland and
help/DrillCoreHelp.html#corestore /geoscience/drill.html#1
Laborador
cores and drill cuttings from
https://www.neb‐
Northwest Territories and other
one.gc.ca/bts/ctrg/gnthr/cndlgspr
Frontierlands are stored in GSC's
tnct/frntrwllsmplng‐eng.html
not available online
Calgary Core Research Center.

not available online

mineralized cores from the
Precambrian in Saskatchewan
mineral samples, drill cores from
Belgium and Russia; also have
meteorites
all deep drill holes from Danish
territories

not available

mineral cores from France

not available online

sediment cores from both polar

climate‐controlled warehouse

Cores are stored at 4°C and an air

http://www.pangaea.de/advance oceans; lacustrine sediments cored
humidity limited at 35 % in sealed D‐
from lakes in the Arctic and Antarctic tubes
d/PanCore.php
http://www.mna.unisi.it/english/C Antarctic samples taken from
ollections/Rocce/gis/gis_main.htm Italian research expeditions
Ice cores from Italy

http://www.npd.no/Templates/O
D/Article.aspx?id=1569&epslangu
age=en
not available online

Europe ‐ Norway

Norwegian Petroleum Dictorate
Core Store

Europe ‐ Russia

Autonomous institution of Khanty‐
Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug – Yugra:
V.I.SHPILMAN RESEARCH AND
V.I.SHPILMAN RESEARCH AND
ANALYTICAL CENTRE
ANALYTICAL CENTRE

Europe ‐ Switzerland

http://www.sgu.se/en/mineral‐
resources/geological‐information‐
Geological Survey of Sweden National for‐mineral‐exploration/drill‐core‐
Drill Core Collection
collection/
http://www.swisstopo.admin.ch/i
nternet/swisstopo/en/home/servi
Swiss Geological Survey
ces/geology/GeolInfoCent.html

Europe ‐ The Netherlands

TNO, Geological Survey of The
Netherlands; Central Core Sample
Storage at Zeist

Europe ‐ Sweden

Europe ‐ UK ‐ Natural Environment
Research Council (NERC)
The British Geological Survey

whole cores, cuttings, and oils
from Norwegian fields and
discoveries

climate‐controlled warehouse

specialized heated storehouse
not available online
cores from 2500 wells
http://apps.sgu.se/kartvisare/kart
visare‐borrkarnor‐en.html?zoom=‐
513437.904212,6191737.040999,1 drill cores from 18,000 bore holes
693185.904212,7578152.959001 across Sweden

not available online

drill core from Switzerland

http://www.bgs.ac.uk/geoindex/

cores from all wells in Dutch
territories
whole core and cuttings from both
onshore and offshore wells in UK;
mineral collection; collection of
thin section images from
petrology collection;
biostratigraphy and paleontology
collections; British Antarctica
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/data/NGR/c survey collection of rocks and
ollections.html?src=topNav
fossils

http://www.boscorf.org/

http://www.boscorf.org/repositor NERC ships and NERC‐funded
researchers
y/repository‐holdings

http://www.portal.gsi.gov.in/port
al/page?_pageid=127,713651&_d
ad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
http://www.portal.gsi.gov.in/port
al/page?_pageid=127,529018&_d
ad=portal&_schema=PORTAL&link
Id=1012

http://www.portal.gsi.gov.in/port
al/page?_pageid=127,713651&_d meteorites, fossils, and rocks and
ad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
mineral samples
petroleum and mining drill cores
from India; 7 regional core
libraries have been set up across
not available online
India

http://www.nlog.nl/en/activity/ac
tivity.html
not available online

marine sediment cores collected by
Europe ‐ UK ‐ Natural Environment
Research Council (NERC)

British Ocean Sediment Core
Research Facility

sediment cores are stored at +4
degrees C

Iceland

India

Geological Survey of India
Repositories

India

Geological Survey of India
National Core Libraries

IODP

IODP

IODP

http://www.kochi‐core.jp/en/iodp‐ http://www.kochi‐core.jp/en/iodp‐ deep biosphere samples; whole
curation/corecollection.html
core from IODP expeditions
IODP The Kochi Core Repository curation/index.html
http://www.marum.de/en/IODP_ http://www.marum.de/en/IODP_
Bremen_Core_Repository.html#Se Bremen_Core_Repository.html#Se refrigerated whole core from IODP
IODP The Bremen Core Repository ction1638
ction1639
expeditions; microbiology samples
refrigerated whole core from IODP
expeditions; microbiology
http://iodp.tamu.edu/curation/gc http://iodp.tamu.edu/curation/gc samples; core from San Andreas
r/index.html
r/presentations/GCR_Jan2013.pdf Fault (SAFOD)
IODP The Gulf Coast Repository

refrigeration for whole cores; hard
frozen conditions for microbiology
samples (‐86°C ‐160°C)
refrigeration for whole cores; hard
frozen conditions for microbiology
samples
refrigeration for whole cores; hard
frozen conditions for microbiology
samples (‐80°C)

IODP

New Zealand
United States ‐ Federally Funded
Repository ‐ Hawaii
United States ‐ Federally Funded
Repository ‐ Hawaii

Rutgers/New Jersey Geological and
Water Survey Core Repository

New Zealand Petroleum and
Minerals: The Core Store
Center for Microbial
Oceanography: Research And
Education
University of Hawaii at Manoa
Dredge Repository and Core
Repository

cores from IODP expeditions;
cores from Triassic Newark Basin;
http://geology.rutgers.edu/resear http://geology.rutgers.edu/resear cores from Chesapeake Bay
refrigeration for IODP cores; other
ch‐facilities/rutgers‐core‐
ch‐facilities/rutgers‐core‐
Impact Structure Deep Hole, and cores stored in ambient
repository/core‐repository
repository/facilities
other areas
warehouse comnditions
The 2300m2 National Core Store in
Featherston houses the collected
petroleum, minerals and coal core,
http://www.nzpam.govt.nz/cms/t http://www.nzpam.govt.nz/cms/t cuttings and samples from all of New
ools‐and‐services/the‐core‐store ools‐and‐services/the‐core‐store Zealand.

http://cmore.soest.hawaii.edu/ind http://cmore.soest.hawaii.edu/da
ex.htm
tasearch/data.php
http://cmore.soest.hawaii.edu/ind http://cmore.soest.hawaii.edu/ind
ex.htm
ex.htm

United States ‐ Federally
Supported Repository

rock samples from Antarctica, the
Arctic, southern South America
and South Africa. The polar rock
collection and database includes
field notes, photos, maps, cores,
powder and mineral residues, thin
http://research.bpcrc.osu.edu/rr/c sections, as well as microfossil
climate‐controlled building with
Byrd Polar Research Center
http://research.bpcrc.osu.edu/rr/ ollection/map
mounts, microslides and residues shelving
High‐capacity storage for cores,
grab samples, subsamples, and
other materials in refrigerated
(4°C), frozen (‐20°C), and
vast majority of the curated
dry/ambient (20°C) environments.
materials are moist, cylindrical
A climate‐controlled (set point
cores split in half, but unsplit
programmable from ‐40°C to
cores, grab samples, dry cores,
+40°C) shipping container is also
and a rapidly‐growing number of available for field storage of up to
http://lrc.geo.umn.edu/laccore/co rock cores, peat cores, freeze
2,500m of core and transport to
LacCore: National Lacustrine Core
Facility
http://lrc.geo.umn.edu/laccore/ llection.html
cores and permafrost cores
LacCore.
whole cores and cuttings from
United States Geological Survey
https://my.usgs.gov/crcwc/map around the US
climate‐controlled warehouse
Core Research Center
http://geology.cr.usgs.gov/crc/
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/docuc
omp/page?xml=NOAA/NESDIS/NG
DC/MGG/Geology/iso/xml/archive
United States Geological Survey
d‐data_USGS‐PCMSC‐sample‐
Coastal and Marine Geocience
repository.xml&view=getDataVie
Data System ‐ West Coast
w&header=none
marine bottom samples
refrigerated warehouse
Geological Sample Repository
http://cmgds.marine.usgs.gov/

United States ‐ Federally
Supported Repository

United States Geological Survey
Coastal and Marine Geocience
Data System ‐ CGMP Sediment /
Core Archive

United States ‐ Federally
Supported Repository

United States ‐ Federally
Supported Repository
United States ‐ Federally
Supported Repository

http://cmgds.marine.usgs.gov/

The Woods Hole Science Center's
(WHSC) and Saint Petersburg Center's
http://coastalmap.marine.usgs.go (SPCMSC) Core and Sediment Archive ‐
v/FlexWeb/national/SedimentArc primarily from Gulf of Mexico and
Eastern U.S. margin
hive/

United States ‐ Federally
Supported Repository

United States ‐ Federally
Supported Repository

United States ‐ Federally
Supported Repository

United States ‐ Federally
Supported Repository

United States Geological Survey ‐
Mercury Core Library and Data
Center

United States Geological Survey ‐
National Ice Core Laboratory

United States Geological Survey ‐
Woods Hole Coastal and Marine
Science Center Samples
Repository

Antarctic Marine Geology Research
Facility

The Core Library houses drill‐bit
cuttings, drill core (both vertical and
horizontal), geophysical logs, and
other rock samples collected mostly
from Nevada National Security Site.
Some samples are from other DOE
facilities in New Mexico, Mississippi,
Colorado, Louisiana, Alaska and other
climate controlled warehouse
http://nevada.usgs.gov/mercury/ http://nevada.usgs.gov/mercury/ areas in Nevada

over 17,000 meters of ice core
collected from various locations in
https://nicldb.sr.unh.edu/fmi/web Antarctica, Greenland, and North
America
d#NICL_Web

The main archive freezer is 55,000
cubic feet in size and is held at a
temperature of ‐36°C. A second room
for examination of ice cores, held at ‐
24°C, is 12,000 cubic feet in size and is
contiguous with the archive area.
There is also a Class‐100 HEPA‐
filtered, cold clean room.

geological, biological, and
geochemical samples collected
through USGS research, or in the
http://woodshole.er.usgs.gov/ope permanent custody of the Woods
http://woodshole.er.usgs.gov/ope rations/ia/samprepo/searchcat.ht Hole Coastal and Marine Science
Center
rations/ia/samprepo/
ml

One refrigerated cold room measures
774.5 square feet, and maintains a
storage temperature of +4º Celsius
(+39º Fahrenheit). The freezer,
measuring 420 square feet, maintains
a storage temperature of –20º Celsius
(‐4º Fahrenheit). These temperature‐
controlled and closely monitored
facilities have been partially built into
a hillside to maximize insulation and
efficiency, and are designed to
exclude the ambient environment, as
fluctuations in air temperature and
humidity can degrade the viability of
the samples for geological,
geochemical, and biological research,
and promote organic growth on and in
the samples. There is also a storage
area that is kep at ambient
temperatures for those samples that
do not require refrigerated or frozen
storage.

http://icecores.org/index.shtml

http://arf.fsu.edu/

http://arf.fsu.edu/coresdb/

The collections are maintained in a
single‐story building designed to
houses over 20,000 meters of
process and store marine sediments.
Antarctic, and subantarctic marine
Most of the core storage area consists
geological core samples, and 3000 of a 500 square meter room kept at 2
meters of rotary cored geological degrees Celsius. A separate vault (50
material. Samples include dredge square meters) provides additional
samples, marine sediment cores, space for materials requiring frozen (‐
bag and tote samples, and more. 23 degrees C) storage.

United States ‐ Federally
Supported Repository

United States ‐ Museum

United States ‐ Museum

United States ‐ Museum

Smithsonian National Museum of http://www.mnh.si.edu/rc/biorep
ository/index.html
Natural History ‐ Biorepository
https://www.fieldmuseum.org/sci
ence/research/area/focus‐gems‐
Field Museum, Chicago
and‐minerals
https://www.fieldmuseum.org/sci
ence/research/area/fossils‐
Field Museum, Chicago
meteorites
http://www.nhm.org/site/researc
Natural History Museum of Los
h‐collections/mineral‐
Angeles County
sciences/view‐collections

biologic samples (tissues, DNA,
genomic collections) used in
projects such as biodiversity,
phylogenetics, population
genetics, toxicology,
environmental monitoring, and
genomic studies

not available online

gem and mineral collection

not available online
http://www.gia.edu/gia‐news‐
research‐natural‐history‐museum‐
los‐angeles‐county#

meteorite and fossil collection
very large, excellent gem and
mineral collection from all over
the world ‐ available for research
large, excellent collection of
meterorites, ore deposits
Iincluding some drill core,
minerals and gems, and rock
suites from all over the world ‐
available for research

http://www.amnh.org/our‐
research/physical‐sciences/earth‐
and‐planetary‐
not available online
United States ‐ Museum
American Natural History Museum sciences/collections
Smithsonian National Museum of
Natural History ‐ Mineral
http://collections.nmnh.si.edu/se
arch/ms/
United States ‐ National Museum Collections

minerals

The collection storage areas of the
Biorepository contain: 16 liquid
nitrogen freezers (‐190°C/‐310°F),
4 liquid nitrogen freezers (‐150°C/‐
238°F), 16 mechanical chest
freezers (‐80°C/‐112°F); 26
mechanical upright freezers (‐
80°C/‐112°F); 15 mechanical
upright freezers (‐30°C/‐22°F); 1
mechanical upright refrigerator
(4°C/39.2°F). In addition, there are
freezers and a refrigerator for
temporary storage of collections
being processed in the
Biorepository Workroom: 1
mechanical upright freezer (‐80°C/‐
112°F); 1 mechanical upright
freezer (‐80°C/‐112°F); 1
mechanical upright refrigerator
(4°C/39.2°F); 1 mechanical walk‐in
freezer (‐20°C/‐4°F). All freezers
and refrigerators in the
Biorepository are continuously
monitored by an electronic system
that calls responders during an
outage or other emergency. This
monitoring system is also
accessible via a secure web
application, so freezer

United States ‐ Other State Entity California Well Sample Repository http://www.wellsample.com/

United States ‐ Other State Entity Wyoming Oil and Gas Commission
Virginia Dept of Mines, Minerals
United States ‐ Other State Entity ‐ and Energy: Division of Geology
Virginia
and Mineral Resources

United States ‐ State Museum

United States ‐ State Museum
United States ‐ State Museum

United States ‐ State Museum
United States ‐ State Survey
United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Alabama
United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Alaska
United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Arizona

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Arkansas

cores, sidewall samples, drill cuttings,
outcrop samples, microfaunal slides, material stored in two, 6000 ft2
http://www.wellsample.com/catal foundation borings, and mineral suites buildings at California State
from all over California
og.html
University at Bakersfield, CA

http://wogcc.state.wy.us/coreMe no cores stored here, but excellent
nu.cfm?Skip=%27Y%27&oops=ID6 database providing core analyses
0107
for many cored wells in Wyoming

http://wogcc.state.wy.us/
https://www.dmme.virginia.gov/D
GMR/divisiongeologymineralresou https://www.dmme.virginia.gov/D rocks, minerals, cores and cuttings
rces.shtml
gmrInquiry/FrmMain.aspx?ctl=9 from VA
minerals and meteorites with
University of Arizona Mineral
http://www.uamineralmuseum.or
emphasis on Arizona and Mexico
Museum
g/
smaples
holds 90% of mineral collection
originally held by Georgia
Geological Survey; most of
Georgia Geological Survey
http://tellusmuseum.org/about/e
Georgia cores were discarded in
xpert‐guide/
(abolished in 2004)
the 1990's‐2004
Mineral samples from mining
The University of Nevada Reno W. http://www.unr.edu/mackay/wm‐
keck‐museum/minerals
projects in Nevada
M. Keck Museum
mineral specimens, rocks, and
http://www.nysm.nysed.gov/nysg
gems from NY; also meteorite
New York State Museum
s/collections/rocks‐minerals.html not available online
collection
https://scholarworks.iu.edu/dspac cores and cuttings from oil and
e/handle/2022/1002
gas, coal an water wells in Indiana
Indiana Geological Survey
https://igs.indiana.edu/
Geological Survey of Alabama and http://www.gsa.state.al.us/index. http://www.gsa.state.al.us/ogb/d whole cores from state of
aspx
b_cores.aspx
Alabama
the State Oil and Gas Board
http://dggs.alaska.gov/gmc/index. http://dggs.alaska.gov/gmc/invent whole cores and cuttings from
ory.php
Alaska
Alaska Geologic Materials Center php
http://repository.azgs.az.gov/uri_ cores from mineral and energy
gin/azgs/dlio/921
exploration in AZ
The Arizona Geological Survey
http://www.azgs.az.gov/
10 million feet of rock cuttings
from 2500 oil and gas test holes
and water wells drilled in
Arkansas; 2500 feet of core from
50 oil and gas wells; 300,000 feet
Arkansas Geological Survey ‐
of core from 1500 mineral
Norman F. Williams Well Sample http://www.geology.ar.gov/catalo http://geology2.arkansas.gov/Cor exploration tests in Arkansas ‐
g/mapsdata.htm
eSearch/
Library
diamonds

Museum

climate‐controlled warehouse
warehouse

indoor storage in warehouse

no state‐maintained core repository;

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Colorado

Colorado Geological Survey

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Delaware

Delaware Geological Survey

http://coloradogeologicalsurvey.o
CO cores located at USGS, University varies, but typically cores and
rg/energy‐resources/well‐cores‐
of CO, Colorado School of Mines, and cuttings that are stored in climate‐
UT BEG repositories
logs/
controlled warehouses
http://www.dgs.udel.edu/projects http://www.dgs.udel.edu/dataset
/outer‐continental‐shelf‐core‐and‐ s/delaware‐offshore‐geologic‐
numerous cores from offshore
sample‐repository
inventory‐dataset
Delaware and surrounding areas

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Florida

Florida Geological Survey

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/geolog
y/programs/geo_aqui/repository.
htm

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Idaho

Idaho Geological Survey

http://www.idahogeology.org/Dra
wOnePage.asp?PageID=228

Illinois State Geological Survey

cuttings mostly from oil and water
wells; cores primarily from coal, oil,
stratigraphic and mineral tests,
engineering studies, and foundation
and bridge borings; also houses
collections from mines, quarries,
https://isgs‐
outcrops, clay pits, sand and gravel
http://www.isgs.illinois.edu/?q=g oas.isgs.illinois.edu/reports/rwser deposits, and Pleistocene glacial
deposits; mainly from Illinois.
eological‐samples‐library
vlet?samples_str

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Illinois

United States ‐ State Survey ‐ Iowa Iowa Geological Survey

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Kansas
United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Kentucky

Kansas Geological Survey
Kentucky Geological Survey

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Louisiana

Louisiana Geological Survey

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Maine

Maine Geological Survey

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Massachusetts

Massachusets Geological Survey

drill cuttings, cores and mineral
specimens from Florida
no state‐maintained repository;
most Idaho cores at USGS CRC in
Denver; for minerals of Idaho ‐
see
http://www.mediafire.com/view/
yn71ptdn71jihio/Minerals_of_Ida cores and cuttings in climate‐
ho.pdf
controlled warehouse

climate‐controlled building

well chip samples from over 39,000
sites around the state, well core
(cylinders of rock drilled for research
programs) samples from over 1,700
sites, and rock samples collected at
http://www.iihr.uiowa.edu/igs/fac
quarries and natural exposures by
ilities/oakdale‐iowa‐geological‐
https://geosam.iihr.uiowa.edu/ho Iowa Geological Survey (IGS)
geologists.
survey‐building/rock‐library/
me
55,000 boxes of core and rock
samples, representing more than
4,000 drill holes, primarily from
http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Magellan/ http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Magellan/ Kansas, but with a few samples from
surrounding states
CoreLibrary/
CoreLibrary/index.html

https://www.uky.edu/KGS/core_li https://www.uky.edu/KGS/core_li
brary/
brary/
core, cuttings from Kentucky
metal‐sided warehouse
30,000 ft of core from Alabama,
http://www.lgs.lsu.edu/deploy/co http://www.lgs.lsu.edu/deploy/co Arkansas, Florida, Texas, Louisiana
ntent/PUBLI/contentpage13.php ntent/PUBLI/contentpage13.php and Mississippi
hard rock, mining cores from
various localities in Maine; also
has .PDF's of descriptive logs and
http://www.maine.gov/dacf/mgs/ http://www.maine.gov/dacf/mgs/ mineralogical analyses associated
index.shtml
explore/mining/core/core.htm
with many of the cores.

https://www.sciencebase.gov/cat
alog/item/4f4e49cfe4b07f02db5d
not available online
a72f

The rock core collection, dating back
to the 1920's consists of a 2,584 boxes
of rock core, representing
approximately 51,680 linear feet of
core acquired during water research
in MA.

The collection of rock cores is not at a
central location, but spread out at
four sites that are not easily accessed;
although, the core is stored indoors in
buildings with minimum temperature
control, some of the sites have
moisture problems.

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Michigan
United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Minnesota
United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Mississippi

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Missouri
United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Montana
United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Nebraska

cores, cuttings, mineral samples
http://wsh060.westhills.wmich.ed http://wsh060.westhills.wmich.ed from Michigan and some other
u/MGRRE/
u/MGRRE/data/
states
3 million lineal ft of cores from
Minnesota Department of Natural http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/lands http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/lands mineral exploration and
_minerals/dc_library.html
_minerals/dc_library.html
engineering studies
Resources Drill Core Library
http://www.deq.state.ms.us/MDE http://www.deq.state.ms.us/MDE no online database; must contact
Mississippi Department of
Q.nsf/page/Main_Home?OpenDo Q.nsf/page/Geology_environment facility; whole cores and cuttings
cument
al?OpenDocument;
Environmental Equality
from Mississippi
whole core and cuttings, including
mineral samples in cores from
http://dnr.mo.gov/geology/geosrv mining industry; material primarily
/geores/mccracken.htm
Missouri Geological Survey
http://dnr.mo.gov/geology/
from Missouri
Montana Bureau of Mines and
Geology
http://www.mbmg.mtech.edu/
cores and rock samples primarily
http://snr.unl.edu/data/geologyso http://snr.unl.edu/data/geologyso from NE, with a few samples from
ils/cores/index.aspx
ils/cores/allcoressearch.aspx
Nebraska Geological Survey
other states
Michigan Geological Repository
for Research and Education

http://www.nbmg.unr.edu/Collect
http://www.nbmg.unr.edu/index. ions/Specimens/Specimens_NBM cores, cuttings, minerals from
html
G.html
Nevada
no central repository; cores
http://des.nh.gov/organization/co
mmissioner/gsu/gdpp/categories/
located at several locations
United States ‐ State Survey ‐ New
Not available
throughout state
Hampshire
New Hampshire Geological Survey overview.htm
creating new database, but here is
link to older database:
https://geoinfo.nmt.edu/publicati
ons/openfile/details.cfml?Volume
=494. Also can contact Mineral
Museum:
United States ‐ State Survey ‐ New New Mexico Bureau of Geology
https://geoinfo.nmt.edu/resource https://geoinfo.nmt.edu/museum mineral samples from mining
s/minerals/mines_database.html /home.html
projects in New Mexico
Mexico
and Mineral Resources
United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Nevada

Nevada Bureau of Mines and
Geology

United States ‐ State Survey ‐ New New Mexico Bureau of Geologcy
Mexico
and Mineral Resources

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
North Carolina
United States ‐ State Survey ‐
North Dakota

North Carolina Geological Survey
North Dakota Geological Survey

http://www.mnh.si.edu/rc/biorep
ository/index.html
https://deq.nc.gov/about/division
s/energy‐mineral‐land‐
resources/north‐carolina‐
geological‐survey/contact‐
us#Geological_Survey
www.dmr.nd.gov/ndgs/Offices/Co
re_Library/

Not online, but contact:
alopez@nmbg.nmt.edu and she will
send spreadsheet

ambient conditions warehouse

ambient conditions warehouse

climate‐controlled warehouse

climate‐controlled warehouse

warehouse
samples are stored at Great Basin
Science Sample and Records
Library
http://www.nbmg.unr.edu/GBSSR
L/index.html

whole core and cuttings primarily
from New Mexico

rocks, cores, and cuttings from
North Carolina
warehouse
cores and drill cuttings from North
contact Richard Suggs; 701‐328‐8020 Dakota
climate‐controlled facility
not available online

Ohio Dept of Natural Resources
United States ‐ State Survey ‐ Ohio Geological Survey

http://geosurvey.ohiodnr.gov/cor
e‐samples/core‐sample‐repository not available online yet

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Oklahoma

http://www.ou.edu/content/ogs/ http://www.ou.edu/content/ogs/ cores and cuttings from Oklahoma
opic/corefacility.html
data/oil‐gas.html
and several other states
ambient conditions warehouse

Oklahoma Geological Survey

cores from OH, WV and KY,
cuttings from same area

climate‐controlled facility

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
South Carolina

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
South Dakota

South Carolina Geological Survey
South Dakota Dept of
Environmental and Natural
Resources ‐ Geological Survey
Program

http://www.dnr.sc.gov/geology/re
not available online
po.htm

cuttings and cores from So.
Carolina

ambient conditions warehouse

https://denr.sd.gov/documents/oi
lgasworkgroupsummary2012.pdf http://cf.sddenr.net/core/

whole cores and cuttings from
around the US; palynological
climate‐controlled warehouses;
samples
cold storage for salt cores
whole core, core chips and
http://geology.utah.gov/about‐
cuttings from Utah; also mineral
us/geologic‐programs/energy‐
samples from mining operations,
minerals‐program/utah‐core‐
type oil samples, coal samples,
research‐center/
United States ‐ State Survey ‐ Utah Utah Geological Survey
http://geology.utah.gov/
and Great Salt Lake brine samples climate‐controlled warehouse
cores and cuttings from geological
mineral and engineering research
Wisconsin Geological and Natural http://wgnhs.uwex.edu/research/
United States ‐ State Survey ‐
core‐repository/
not available online
projects
Wisconsin
History Survey
cores from Barnett Shale and
http://www.tcucorefacility.tcu.ed other formations from across
United States ‐ University ‐ Texas
North Texas region
Christian University
TCU Energy Institute Shale Core Facility http://www.tcucorefacility.tcu.edu/u/

United States ‐ State Survey ‐
Texas

University of Texas Bureau of
Economic Geology

http://www.beg.utexas.edu/facilit
ies.php
http://igor.beg.utexas.edu/crc2/

WIPP in Carlsbad, New
Mexico, US – host rock is
Permian‐aged salt

CO2 sequestration,
credit: UT Bureau of
Economic Geology

BEG’s Houston Research Center – 1 million
boxes of geologic cores and cuttings samples

flags used to identify core
samples desired by
researchers; credit Tim
Fulton IODP JRSP

Credit: Amy West & IODP [Photo ID: exp352_086] ;
http://iodp.tamu.edu/scienceops/gallery/exp352/week5/
accessed 03‐17‐2015

What’s with the logo? (It looks
decapitated.)
• 90 % of world’s carbon is deep carbon – carbon in
the mantle, sub‐seafloor microbes, etc.
• Deep Carbon Observatory (DCO) provides the key
to unlocking the science.

MARUM GeoB Core Repository, Bremen.
Refrigerated cores.
https://www.marum.de/en/MARUM_GeoB_Cor
e_Repository.html; Accessed 3‐17‐2015

Cores recovered from IODP
expedition – on racks – waiting
to be split. Expedition 346
(Credit: Justin Skootsky,
IODP/USIO

Push cores used from the Alvin submarine to
retrieve deep‐ocean methane‐seep sediment
samples beneath white bacterial mats on the sea
floor, offshore California. (Credit Victoria Orphan/
Caltech)

Researchers examining whole core from a
basaltic heavy oil reservoir. Core housed at
University of Texas Bureau of Economic
Geology’s Houston Research Center. Credit
David Stephens, UT Bureau of Economic
Geology.

Whole core from Utah used
for research on CO2
sequestration in
mudstones/shales. Credit
Rocky Mountain Carbon
Capture and Sequestration

The cloudy outer coating
surrounding this gem‐quality
diamond core contains tiny
inclusions encasing fluids trapped
when the coating formed at a depth
of about 200 kilometers. Credit:
Anetta Banas

Seawater can be carried in subduction zones to
the base of continental cratons, where it can
lead to the formation of diamonds. Credit: Y.
Weiss et al. Nature, 2015

More DCO Diamond Research: Rare Diamond
Sample from Russia

• No comprehensive international listing of geologic sample
repositories exists

existing

DCO: Global Catalog of Geologic Sample Repositories
Will be housed on DCO’s Data Portal

Increasing the Use of Existing Scientific Collections in
DCO Projects and Best Practices for DCO Researchers
Acquiring New Samples

Beverly Blakeney DeJarnett
University of Texas
Bureau of Economic Geology

BEG Houston Research Center

Products
1. Catalog of Geologic Sample Repositories – international in scope
• Includes state and federal sample repositories, national sample
repositories, and museum collections
• Links to repository website
• Links to online inventories for repositories
• Types of samples held (i.e. cores, cuttings, minerals, sediment)
• How samples are stored (hard frozen, ambient, etc.)
• Living document – NOT static

Products
2. Report on DCO website - reference for DCO researchers that includes:
• protocol for establishing a scientific collection
• numerous hyperlinks to repository catalog, SESAR (IGSN Registry),
other useful databases
• Recommendations
• Utilize existing scientific collections whenever possible.
• Require DCO proposals involving acquisition of new samples to
have a sample curation plan – how you will provide for preservation
of, discoverability of, and accessibility to samples.
• Require references to sample repositories when publishing.

• Record detailed locations of samples while in the field
• Register samples with IGSN (International Geologic Sample
Number through SESAR (http://www.geosamples.org/ )
• Establish secure repository for samples for long-term
curation of samples
• Establish sampling policies and post them online
• Require references to repository in publications when
samples are utilized for research

